Versatility of Vein Grafts in Hand Neurovascular Reconstruction – Clinical Cases and Literature Review
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Injuries to the upper limb may determine unexpected simple or complex soft tissue defects, due to different types of underlying injury mechanism, clean cut/stabs, crushing, torsion, avulsion or mixed types, which pose a challenge for the reconstructive surgeon. Ideally, all arterial, venous and nervous lesions, in the distal upper limb should be repaired in an end-to-end technique, outside of injury zones, with healthy ends, in a tension free manner. However, situations arise where, either a tension-free repair is not possible, or a considerable defect is met, often representing a challenge to the surgeon. Therefore, a timely decision is imposed in order to find the most favorable approach to restore limb or segment perfusion, ensuring efficient venous return, as well as providing a sensate repair.

Usage of vein grafts represents an essential tool comprised in the reconstructive surgeon’s armamentarium, with high versatility in nerve, arterial and venous reconstruction. Not only does it provide an ideal solution, with high adaptability to each case, but it also may enhance short- and long-term outcome, offering an optimal reconstructive option in any upper limb trauma situation, regardless of etiology.

We aim to describe our therapeutic strategies in a series of challenging trauma cases involving digital structures from the upper limb. Interposed vein grafts were used to re-establish sensate function in a patient with a collateral digital nerve defect, but also to bridge vital digit arterial defect in a torsion-avulsion thumb amputation, as well as re-establishing venous flow in patients with Urbaniak II finger degloving injury.
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INTRODUCTION

Three decades years ago, Brunelli was the first who attempted to fill a nerve gap using muscle within vein graft\textsuperscript{1}. Before his innovative surgery ideas, first attempts of successful interposition vein grafts used to bridge arterial defects were made in the Korean war, however in cases where large vessels were injured, such as the axillary, brachial, iliac, femoral arteries\textsuperscript{2}. In current times, bridging defects can be done with either synthetic or autologous grafts\textsuperscript{3,4}.

Among the most injured structures, which can question the viability of the traumatized segments, are vessels and nerves. Injury types have different mechanisms in upper limb trauma, such as clean cut, stabs, crushing, torsion, avulsion or mixed types. Extensive tissular destruction by various trauma mechanisms (torsion, avulsion, crush, degloving, mixed) pose a surgical challenge due to structural resulting defects of anatomical functional elements, as a consequence of aggressive debridement until healthy tissues are met. Various methods were described to bridge neurovascular gaps in upper limb trauma\textsuperscript{5}.

Present literature is in favor of using an autologous graft, such as a primarily interposed vein graft, in either arterial or vein lesion, rather than attempting a direct tensioned vascular coaptation of two traumatized vascular stumps, due to the high thrombogenic risk. In addition, nerve bridging using interposed vein graft is indicated in defects between 5 mm and 3 cm\textsuperscript{3,6}.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

This paper represents a case series presentation of interposition vein graft used to bridge defects in four patients with nervous, arterial, or venous gaps in the digits: one digital nerve defect, one sub-total amputation of the thumb and two Urbaniak II degloving injuries. The patients were admitted to Clinical Emergency Hospital Bucharest and Calarasi County Hospital in 2021. Full consent was obtained from all the patients in this paper. Data were gathered from the patients’ admission charts, hospital paper archives and Hipocrate digital archives. Moreover, we discuss the cases compared to existing literature, drawn from PubMed database, regarding the utility of using such grafts.

CLINICAL CASES PRESENTATIONS

Case 1
The first patient is a 36-year-old female who suffered a sub-total amputation of the left index at the level of the proximal interphalangeal joint (PIP), with intact ulnar neurovascular collateral pedicle and intact skin bridge on the ulnar side of the finger. PIP joint arthrodesis was performed using a Kirschner wire, followed by reconstruction of the nerve gap on the functional radial side of the index by using a muscle within vein graft as a nerve conduit with a length of 15 mm.

During follow up, the patient returned with excellent results, presenting a two-point discrimination test comparable to the healthy, contralateral side.

Case 2
The second case is represented by a 34-year-old female, who suffered a mixed type injury of torsion-avulsion sub-total amputation with a rope of the left thumb, with preservation only of a narrow dorsal skin bridge of 1 cm and extensor apparatus. A vein graft was harvested from the volar side of the wrist, where an incision was performed to find the flexor pollicis longus. The collateral digital artery on the ulnar side of the thumb was reconstructed with the interposed vein graft, however with a 2:1 mismatch vein to distal artery stump, tailored surgically with wedge resection technique. The particular aspect, encountered in this patient, was a mild malformation of the thumb, known by the patient, but not investigated, with a slightly hypoplastic...
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thumb with reduced range of flexion movements in the interphalangeal joint. Intraoperative findings as seen in Figure 3 reveal the abnormal insertion of the flexor pollicis longus at a proximal level, at the base of the thumb.

Post-operatively, the finger presented no complications, with no signs of ischemia, with good evolution, the patient being discharged and integrated in a rehabilitation program.

Figure 2. 34-year-old-female with sub-total amputation of the thumb with 1 cm dorsal skin bridge, as seen in the upper row. In the lower row, an immediate post-operative aspect of the thumb can be seen, with good capillary refill, with no congestion

Case 3
The third case is a 42-year-old male patient, without any comorbidities, non-smoker, who suffered a ring avulsion injury of the fourth finger of the left hand. The distal interphalangeal joint (DIP) presented unstable dislocation, with extensor tendon lesion over the middle phalanx (zone II). Skin was sectioned circumferentially, but with intact neurovascular pedicle on the ulnar side. The post-operative management of the patient was uneventful, with no signs of venous congestion or skin necrosis.

Figure 3. 42-year-old male with ring avulsion injury with DIP unstable dislocation and extensor lesion. In the upper row, we see the patients during admission, on the lower left, the patent interposed vein graft and lower right, follow up after 3 months of rehabilitation
Case 4
The fourth case is a 26-year-old patient, known to be an active smoker, who suffered also a ring avulsion injury, similar to the third case, at the level of the fourth digit of the left hand. This patient presented circumferential skin section at the level of the proximal phalanx, with venous congestion, with one intact neurovascular pedicle, however with crushed and avulsed skin.

Postoperatively, the patient presented good distal perfusion and venous return, however the skin covering the middle phalanx that suffered a crushing injury still maintained impeded vascularization and venous return. On day 4, the patient developed serous phlyctens both on the dorsal and volar side of the middle phalanx, with healthy distal tissues. On day 8, the patient affirms having smoked, aggravating the viability of the skin overlying the middle phalanx, with consequent superficial necrosis on the dorsum of the middle phalanx of 2/1.5 cm, managed through secondary healing with good results.

DISCUSSIONS
Upper limb trauma usually involves extensive tissular damage, which imposes aggressive debridement followed by the immediate and challenging decision to reconstruct through all means possible critical segments and restoring sensate function, whenever possible. An experienced team in microsurgery with adequate prior training is required in order to undergo a successful procedure, using a special operating microscope. The most used donor site is the dorsum of the foot with good length, size match, with minimum donor site morbidity, hidden scar, ensuring an efficient repair. Even though less applicable for veins with a small diameter, the interposed graft should be reversed as orientation in order to prevent early and mid-term higher chance of occlusion.

In case of vascular or nervous defect, bone shortening, segment flexion, skeletonization of pedicle are usual the methods of choice, whenever healthy ends are found and the resulted gaps are under 1 cm for vessels. Direct coaptation can be achieved in case of gaps under 5 mm for nerves. In cases of revascularization, where the bone structure may be intact with a large defect, or gaps resulting from debridement, interposition vein grafting represents a feasible choice for the vascular structures, applicable for trauma with nerve defects as well. However, the forearm and the dorsum of the hand both represent reliable sources, within the same surgical field.

Severe upper limb trauma usually occurs in the category of labor active population; therefore, amputation should not be considered, even in heavily damaged cases. A mutilated hand with digit loss determines severe functional impairment, difficult to reconstruct or compensate by prosthetic devices. Advanced upper limb prostheses are not available to a wide range of patients due to financial aspect, while standard prostheses do not provide satisfactory results for a large number of cases.
patients. In addition, a prosthetic device lacks sensate function, an essential element of the hand.

When looking at the patient distribution by age, we noticed that trauma patients represent almost three quarters of labor active population, implicitly with high social and economic impact due to such high percentages of debilitating injuries in the young population. In addition, the aesthetic aspect of the hand in not only female, recently in male patients as well (affecting young people), is very important. Trauma in the hand renders not only major functional debilitating deficits in the hand, but also dramatically impacts the psychological outcome.

All of the presented patients are young and part of the labor active population. For each presented case, the traumatic event posed significant functional and psychological concern, all of them pleading for segment preservation and displaying adherence to rehabilitation protocols.

Case 1: When attempting peripheral nerve reconstruction, the golden standard still standing to date is repairing the damaged nerve, whenever possible, end-to-end from healthy area to healthy area, preferably outside of injury zone, in a tension-free manner. Should the criteria not be met, autographs are the desired option. However, in cases where the defect is between 5 mm and 3 centimeters and donor site morbidity is not warranted, such as in sural nerve harvest or cutaneous nerves of the forearm harvest, an interposed conduit vein graft, harvested locally, preferably with muscle, may be the best choice acting as autologous non-immunologic conduits. Alternative methods are represented by biological and synthetic conduits.

The patient presented criteria for muscle in vein graft since a low caliber distal nerve was affected, the radial collateral digital nerve, with a gap higher than 5 mm and the patient expressed desire for minimal donor site morbidity. The main disadvantage of choosing the vein conduit over nerve graft is lack of crucial elements that promote nerve regeneration such as laminin scaffolding and Schwann cells.

The vein was filled with muscle in order to avoid venous collapse. In addition, 5mm of the nerve ends were inserted into the vein in order to reduce the risk of end migration outside the conduit, according to literature recommendations.

Case 2: The advantages of using a vein graft are bridging the gap without overcompensation using joint flexion or extension, a tension-free repair, outside of injury zone repair, also minimizing donor site morbidity, overall offering a viable back-up option, in the same surgical field, whenever aggressive debridement is performed. The disadvantages of using such technique are having two zones where anastomosis is performed, with a higher thrombogenic risk, a possible diameter mismatch, and initial difference in histological properties of the interposed vein to the arterial histology.

In this case, a vein graft was harvested from an atypical area, the volar surface of the wrist, while dissecting the flexor pollicis longus proximal end, in order to minimize donor site morbidity as much as possible. The vein was mismatched in caliber compared to the distal stump of the ulnar digital artery in a ratio of 2:1. Anastomosis was performed using the wedge diameter reduction technique of the distal end of the vein. The follow-up was uneventful, and the patient started rehabilitation therapy.

Another reconstructive alternative is the arterialized venous flow-through-flap, where a skin island is harvested en bloc with the vein, providing soft-tissue coverage as well, if necessary. Flexor pollicis longus hypoplasia and inability to flex the interphalangeal joint has been described with or without thumb hypoplasia. Patients with malformations may present a wide range of anatomical variances of the structures, posing a higher surgical complexity.

Cases 3 and 4 were both caused through a ring avulsion mechanism. Degloving injuries in digits usually involve skin avulsion, with exposure of underlying structures. Urbaniak et al classified these injuries based on remaining vascularization and established the treatment option for each type as seen in Table 1. Both latter cases meet the criteria of class II Urbaniak injury. Due to the friability of initially damaged vein ends, debridement resulting in a gap is frequent. Microsurgical venous reconstruction with interposed vein grafts presents the advantage of having identical histological structures, bridging of the injured area, however with thrombogenic risk due to two levels of anastomosis.

Table 1. Urbaniak classification of ring avulsion injuries of the digits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urbaniak classification</th>
<th>Circulation</th>
<th>Treatment option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class I</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
<td>Soft tissues and bone reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class II</td>
<td>Venous or arterial inadequate circulation</td>
<td>Vessel repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III</td>
<td>Complete amputation or both venous and arterial inadequate circulation</td>
<td>Amputation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case 3 presented in addition to skin avulsion, unstable DIP joint dislocation, zone II complete extensor lesion, and section of the neurovascular pedicle on its radial side. After debridement, joint capsule reconstruction, extensor tendon repair and direct end-to-end direct repair of the sectioned nerve were performed. A venous gap resulted on the dorsal surface of the proximal phalanx, for which a direct repair was attempted. Due to the high tension of the venous anastomosis, usage of an interposed vein graft was decided. The result was reconstruction of a dorsal digital vein using an interposed vein graft, harvested from the dorsal surface of the hand. The patient underwent rehabilitation, with excellent recovery, re-established range of motion, with minimal loss of PIP and DIP flexion range.

Case 4, compared to the third case presented only one intact neurovascular pedicle, intact underlying structures. However, the skin on the proximal and middle phalanges suffered also a crushing type of injury underneath the ring. After initial debridement, a large venous gap resulted, for which a vein graft was harvested from the dorsum of the hand. Patient was not fully compliant regarding smoking ceasing, with subsequent superficial necrosis.

CONCLUSIONS
Vein grafts are an asset for the microsurgeon when tackling simple to complex upper limb cases. They provide reliability and high adaptability to unique cases and in situations where a tension-free repair or a considerable arterial, vascular or nervous defects in the hand are met. Debridement to healthy area is imperative in upper limb trauma surgery. If a vessel gap of higher than 1 cm is met, an interposed vein graft or arterialized venous flow-through flap can be considered. The muscle in vein acts better than vein alone when repairing nerve graft, preventing vessel collapse, acting as an autologous conduit. Peripheral nerve defects can be bridged by interposed veins when the defect is larger than 5mm, but it should not exceed 3 cm.
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